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Lack of common data structures & 

analytical functions in mobility data 

science 

Assessment of the current status & open 

issues towards a universal API for mobility 

data science

Standardization efforts around OGC 

Moving Features

→ Discussion paper arXiv:2006.16900

MOTIVATION



BACKGROUND



Robust data analysis tools are essential for advancing mobility data science but

development is hampered by a lack of shared understanding and standardization.

− Dozens of R / Python libraries + moving object databases
e.g. 57 R libraries for movement in ecology [Joo et al., 2020]

− Huge variability of underlying concepts & provided functionality

Problems:

→ Waste of resources: each developer group is reinventing the wheel 

→ Confusion due to inconsistent terminology

→ Lack of interoperability 

MOBILITY DATA SCIENCE TOOLS
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Moving Features supports: 

✓ 0-dimensional (points)

✓ 1-dimensional (lines)

✓ 2-dimensional (polygons) and 

✓ 3-dimensional (polyhedrons) geometries

1. Discrete phenomena

2. Step phenomena

3. Continuous phenomena

STANDARDIZATION



CSV ENCODING



XML ENCODING



JSON ENCODING



ENCODING SUMMARY
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Functions for 

✓ Retrieval of trajectory feature attributes, e.g.

✓ Location, speed, or acceleration at a given time

✓ Subtrajectory between two timestamps

✓ Operations between trajectories and geometry objects, e.g.

✓ Time at a given point

ACCESS



Functions for 

✓ Retrieval of trajectory feature attributes, e.g.

✓ Location, speed, or acceleration at a given time

✓ Subtrajectory between two timestamps

✓ Operations between trajectories and geometry objects, e.g.

✓ Time at a given point

Open questions, e.g.

− TimeToDistance “shall return a graph of the time to distance function as a set of curves 

in the Euclidean space consisting of coordinate pairs of time and distance”

ACCESS



Part 1: Moving Features standard

1. Limited public awareness of the standard’s existence

2. Data model limitations (particularly of the CSV and XML encodings) 

3. Multiple encoding standards with different concepts

4. Ambiguous situations / no official reference implementation

IDENTIFIED CHALLENGES 



Part 1: Moving Features standard

1. Limited public awareness of the standard’s existence

2. Data model limitations (particularly of the CSV and XML encodings) 

3. Multiple encoding standards with different concepts

4. Ambiguous situations / no official reference implementation

5. Lack of WKT / WKB extensions for straight-forward integration into existing systems

Part 2: API for Mobility Data Science

1. The curse of movement data heterogeneity

2. Lack of pragmatic solutions

3. Wrong priorities and incentives

IDENTIFIED CHALLENGES 



Essential building blocks for an API for Mobility Data Science

1. Common movement data analysis concepts 

2. An open general-purpose mobility (data) engine

3. Focus on open science and reproducibility

VISION
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